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Expressions of Interest

Unveiling an unparalleled real estate opportunity in the coveted Maculata Estate! Three prime blocks of land, each

brimming with potential, are now available for sale individually, presenting an ideal canvas for development or the

creation of your dream home. Seize this chance to craft the lifestyle you've always envisioned in one of the most beautiful

neighbourhoods.Lot 127 - 628m2 - Expressions of interestLot 128 - 540m2 - Expressions of interestLot 129 - 628m2 -

Expressions of interestThe possibilities are endless! Whether you're an astute developer seeking a lucrative project or an

individual aspiring to build a custom-designed home, these lots cater to diverse preferences. Subject to council approval,

envision the creation of a boutique development or secure a single lot to manifest your architectural masterpiece.Choose

the lot that resonates with your vision and turn it into your personal sanctuary. With ample space and strategic

positioning, these lots invite you to design a residence that suits your lifestyle. Immerse yourself in the process of creating

a home tailored to your tastes, surrounded by the natural beauty of Maculata Estate.Features:- Scenic views and a

peaceful environment- Proximity to amenities and essential services- Potential for capital growth in a sought-after

location- Flexible usage for development or individual homesThese lots present a unique investment opportunity,

whether for immediate development or as a strategic long-term investment in the thriving Maculata Estate. Secure your

piece of this flourishing community and watch your investment grow.Duplex plans available on request.Embark on your

journey to a new chapter in Maculata Estate - where nature meets innovation and dreams become reality. Secure your

future today!


